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Erin Hunterâ€™s #1 bestselling Warriors series continues in A Vision of Shadows #1: The

Apprenticeâ€™s Quest. This edition also includes a double-sided jacket with a bonus poster!For

many moons, ThunderClan, ShadowClan, RiverClan, and WindClan have lived in peace in their

territories around the lake. But now they must decipher a mysterious prophecyâ€”a message that will

send one young medicine cat apprentice on a quest to determine the fate of all the warrior

Clans.Full of epic adventure and thrilling intrigue, the beginning of this fifth Warriors series is the

perfect introduction for readers new to the Warriors world, while for dedicated fans, itâ€™s a

long-awaited return to the era of Bramblestarâ€™s ThunderClan, after the events of Omen of the

Stars.
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I'm giving this book four stars because, while the book is fantastic (as expected of the Warriors

series), the book's pages were warped a bit. Besides that, I love every bit of this book! For some

reason, the gold text against the red cover makes the book's spine look like it is textured, which is

really cool :)

This book was amazing, I personally relate to the main character and I love that about Erin hunter.



This is a good start to entering back into the clans. It has you on the edge of your seat till the very

last word. When I found out it came out on march 15th I flipped out and woke up at four and read it.

This book is very adventurous an plot twisting. You just have to read the book in order to get it.

Hope you found this review helpful and thank you for reading it.

I am in College. I am literally an adult now and I am still hooked on the series I started reading in

sixth grade. Wow, Erin Hunter(s)...you guys are just THAT good...I have to say honestly that when I

heard that it was another one about a quest I thought "Oh no...not ANOTHER quest..." but you guys

still made it original with so many plot twists...As the youngest in my family, I could relate so well to

Alderpaw, He is definitely a dynamic character with not only visible strengths, but clear weaknesses

too, like always comparing himself with his sister, not being sure of himself, and not speaking up,

which are all themes that I think younger people can really relate to. For those wanting to read this,

if you haven't read any of the warriors books I definitely suggest starting at series one. I know they

say you can really start with any of the warriors series, but you definitely get more out of it by

reading all of it. Anyways, good book! quick read, I read it in about 3 hours, and keep writing,

Hunters!

My daughter loves these book series and, according to her, all are "fabulous". Yeh, she loves cats

and . . .surprise, we acquired a clan that live with us! (she has a hard time giving any kittens away).

Our felines are mostly outside kitties and they do a great job keeping the rodent population (and an

occasional small rattlesnake!) controlled around the property. Also gotta admire the author, Erin

Hunter, and her ability to crank out these Warrior volumes as well as her other book series. Thanks

to Erin for her entertaining reads.

I love this book! It was very well written and I hope Alderpaw helps Twigkit and Violetkit. I also hope

they save Skyclan. It's not fair to Firestar and Sandstorm if they don't help Skyclan. All in all, I can't

wait for the next book. Great job Erin Hunter!!!! I look forward to reading all your books!!! :D

Spolier Alert:I really loved this book. What a great way to start a new generation of Warriors under

Bramblestar? Don't get me wrong, I loved Firestar. And I loved the Dawn of the Clans series as well.

Different generations of cats all connected to each other one way or another. I've read the books

from start to finish (The Sun Trail thru The Apprentice's Quest) in order of events on the timeline.

And they each beautifully connect the cats to each other. And I have a feeling this new arc will do



just that.Alderpaw going on his quest to the Gorge to find SkyClan and only finding the rogues who

ran out SkyClan, is just one part of it. I think the next part of the story in book 2 is going to involve

the 2 kits Alderpaw and Needlepaw found. The rogues from the gorge are supposed to show up.

And you know the Clans won't take that too lightly. And lastly, I have a feeling Hawkwing (SkyClan

Deputy) will show up. He is supposed to have his own book that takes place just before the first

book of this series. The third book being name The Shattered Sky tells me that it will involve the

modern SkyClan cats. And I can't for all of them to be released.I love these books and this one was

just as good.

I chose this rating because it really gave off a curious aroma, especially when nearing the end. It

leaves you craving more. I can't wait for the next book! I would totally recommend this to any warrior

lover. Great book!

Finally, I finished reading this and much as I tried to make it last, I finished quickly. I really did love

the first in VoS arc even though I was heartbroken Sandstorm passed away along the quest. But at

the same time, I get it, the need to make room for new cats because cats being cats, there is always

a new litter of kits. I also understand Sandstorm's desire not to die as in elder in her nest, but

wanting one last adventure, to do something important. Wise kitty.Questions, observations...** I

would like to find out why it was necessary to have Twigkit and Violetkit to be separated, (which by

the way, made cry!)** Also why Needlepaw seemed to be cold toward Alderpaw at the full moon

gather. I feel something plot-twisty after such a physically and emotionally trying quest as it seemed

the two had bonded on the way back home.** Onestar seems to upped his crankiness since the last

we all read about him. I'd like him to return the nicer less stereotypical Windclan bad tempered cat,

to the way he was pre-leader, Onewhisker self at the end of his life. I just loved him back then!**

Where is Ivytail's mate! Vicky, one of the Erin's said Ivytail would get a mate this series.Although

book was good, I would have given it a 4 1/2 stars if it were possible. I felt it was rushed, especially

the last 10%. Maybe the publishers should have allowed more pages in the book so she could've

slowed it down a bit and I didn't get the abrupt ending feel I had. BUT I STILL LOVE THE BOOK

LIKE ALL WARRIOR BOOKS.
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